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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Each access point (AP) in a WiFi network must be assigned a channel for it to service users. There are only finitely many possible
channels that can be assigned. Moreover, neighboring access points
must use different channels so as to avoid interference. Currently
these channels are assigned by administrators who carefully consider channel conflicts and network loads. Channel conflicts among
APs operated by different entities are currently resolved in an ad
hoc manner or not resolved at all. We view the channel assignment
problem as a game, where the players are the service providers and
APs are acquired sequentially. We consider the price of anarchy
of this game, which is the ratio between the total coverage of the
APs in the worst Nash equilibrium of the game and what the total
coverage of the APs would be if the channel assignment were done
by a central authority. We provide bounds on the price of anarchy
depending on assumptions on the underlying network and the type
of bargaining allowed between service providers. The key tool in
the analysis is the identification of the Nash equilibria with the solutions to a maximal coloring problem in an appropriate graph. We
relate the price of anarchy of these games to the approximation factor of local optimization algorithms for the maximum k-colorable
subgraph problem. We also study the speed of convergence in these
games.
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1. INTRODUCTION
802.11 Wireless LANs, commonly known as WiFi, provide wireless network access to subscribers. They have been deployed in
public hotspots, ranging from airports to hotels to Starbucks coffee shops. Fueled by the growing usage, service providers have
been planning to provide wireless network access that covers larger
areas. For example, Verizon has deployed WiFi for hundreds of
hotspots in New York City [21] and MeshNetworks Corporation
has been deploying city-wide WiFi networks to facilitate law enforcement and emergency response in cities such as Medford, Oregon [16] .
To understand the issues of interest to us, we need to briefly
review some relevant details of 802.11 wireless LANs. (See [3]
for further details.) An 802.11 network consists of a set of access
points (APs). Each AP must be configured with a fixed transmission power. There is a constant number of possible transmission
powers to choose from. Users can then access the Internet by communicating with their provider’s APs using the 802.11 air interface. Each AP must be assigned a channel (i.e., a frequency that it
transmits on) for it to service users. There are a small number of
non-interfering channels; for example, 802.11b and 802.11g each
have 3 such channels and 802.11a has 11. A user within an AP’s
coverage area then uses this channel to communicate with the AP.
Channel access between users of the same AP is arbitrated by a
media access control protocol (MAC). For example, in the DCF
model of the 802.11 MAC protocol, if a user determines that the
media is free, it sends a request to send (RTS) message; the AP
replies with a clear to send (CTS) message; users that receive this
message will defer media access on that channel for long enough to
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Figure 1: Potential interference between two APs.

guarantee that there is no interference with the user’s message. To
avoid interference in the wireless media between nearby APs and
their users, nearby APs must use different channels.
In more detail, we can associate with each AP u two circular regions around it (see Figure 1). The smaller circle, denoted Rt (u),
represents u’s transmission range. All messages sent by u can be
correctly received by users in Rt (u). The larger circle, denoted
Rs (u), represents u’s sensing range. In practice, the radius of
Rs (u) is about twice that of Rt (u). The actual size of Rs (u)
and Rt (u) depends on the transmission power used by u. AP u’s
transmissions will interfere with the transmission of APs or users
within Rs (u) if they share the same channel. To avoid such interference, the distance d(u; v ) between u and v has to be greater than
Rt (u)+ Rt (v )+max Rs (u); Rs (v ) . That is, if APs u and v are
greater than Rt (u)+ Rt (v )+max Rs (u); Rs (v ) apart, they can
transmit using the same channel, since then no user in v ’s transmission range will be able to sense a message from u or its users, and
vice versa. In Figure 1, user 1 of AP u is within the sensing range
of user 2 of AP v . When AP u transmits to user 1, user 2, which
is outside of the u’s sensing range, may think the media is free. If
user 2 then transmits on the same channel as u, its transmission will
prevent user 1 from correctly decoding u’s transmission.
Currently, APs are statically configured with a channel by administrators who carefully consider channel conflicts and network
loads. Channel conflicts among different entities are resolved in
an ad hoc manner or not resolved at all. We model the channel
assignment problem as a game, where the players are the service
providers. APs are set up or acquired by service providers sequentially. When an AP is set up or acquired, a channel must be chosen
that does not interfere with the channels chosen for APs that were
previously set up; if there is no such channel, the AP cannot be
used.1 The order that the APs are set up is determined exogenously
(that is, by some agency outside the game, not the service providers
themselves) and is arbitrary. For example, service provider 1 might
set up 5 APs before service provider 2 sets up any. We assume
that when a service provider sets up an AP, it knows about the APs
that have already been set up and might interfere with it, but we do
not make any assumptions about what the service providers know
about other APs that have already been set up. For simplicity, we
also assume that when a service provider sets up an AP, it does
not know what APs will become available in the future. The only
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1
We are implicitly assuming here providers follow the “social rule”
of not assigning a channel to an AP if it interferes with the channel
already assigned to another AP. This social rule can easily be imposed and enforced by a government agency such as the FCC. If we
do not make this assumption, then we must define the utility to a
service provider of owning an AP whose communications interfere
with those of another AP, and discuss how providers bargain over
spectrum allocation in this case.

information it has is the APs that currently exist. For example, suppose that there is only one service provider and there are 3 APs,
v1 , v2 , and v3 , which are placed so that v2 interferes with each of
v1 and v3 , but v1 and v3 do not interfere with each other. If there
is only one color and v2 is acquired first, then the provider should
choose not to give it a channel, since that will prevent it from giving a channel to v1 and v3 . But, for simplicity, we assume that the
service provider must choose a channel for v2 as soon as it is set
up.
The utilities of the service providers depend on how many users
they can serve. We assume that there is a commonly known distribution of users. The utility to a service provider of setting up an
AP u that is assigned a channel is the expected number of users
in Rt (u); if AP u is not assigned a channel, then its utility to the
service provider is 0. The utility of a provider at the end of a game
is just the sum of the utilities of the APs that it sets up.
A socially optimal assignment is one where the maximum number of users can be served. We would expect that a central authority
would assign channels in a way that leads to a socially optimal assignment. Of course, there is no reason to believe that the socially
optimal assignment is the one that arises in this game. Our interest
is in seeing how far away we are from this assignment. In the language of Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [14], we are interested in
investigating the price of anarchy.
We can represent the game using a labeled graph G = (V; E ),
where the vertices in V are the APs, and two vertices u and v are
joined by an edge if they potentially interfere, i.e., if d(u; v )
Rt (u) + Rt (v ) + max Rs (u); Rs (v ) . Each vertex also has a
label, which represents the utility of the AP associated with that
vertex being assigned a channel. G is called the interference graph
induced by the game.
There is obviously a close connection between assigning channels to vertices and coloring the induced interference graph. Suppose that there are k channels. Consider a k-coloring of the graph,
i.e., an association of some vertices to colors such that two adjacent
edges are labeled with different colors. Clearly this corresponds to
a feasible assignment of channels to APs. All APs that are assigned colors can safely communicate on the channel associated to
the color without interference. The APs that are assigned a channel in a Nash equilibrium of the game correspond to a maximal
subset of vertices that has been colored with k colors. A maximal
k-colored subset of the induced graph is defined to be a subset of
nodes with a specific coloring such that no additional nodes can
be colored.2 If there are any other vertices in the graph that can
be colored, then the corresponding AP should have been assigned a
channel. Conversely, given a maximal k-colored subset of the interference graph, there is a Nash equilibrium of the game where these
are precisely the APs that are assigned a channel. In particular, this
will be the case if the APs in the maximal set are set up before any
other APs are set up. Thus, there is a 1-1 correspondence between
maximal k-colored subsets of the graph and Nash equilibria of the
game. Moreover, a socially optimal assignment corresponds to a
maximal k-colored subset of maximum weight (that is, a maximal
k-coloring where the sum of the weights of the vertices that are
colored is maximum). Thus, the price of anarchy is simply the ratio of the total weight of a maximal k-coloring of minimum weight
to the k-coloring of maximum weight. Given the close connection
between k-colorings and Nash equilibria, we speak in the rest of
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Note the distinction between maximal k-colored subgraph and
maximal k-colorable subgraph. A maximal k-colorable subgraph
is a subset of nodes that can be colored with k colors such that
the subset is not a proper subset of another k-colorable subgraph.
When k = 1, the two definitions are identical.
2

the paper often of “vertices” and “colors” rather than “APs” and
“channels”.
It is not hard to show by example that, in the general case, the
coverage of the APs in the network that results after channels are
chosen can be arbitrarily far from socially optimal; that is, the price
of anarchy is unbounded. However, we can do better if we assume
that users are uniformly distributed and all APs must use the same
transmission power. The interference graph G is then a unit disk
graph: two vertices u and v are joined by an edge iff d(u; v )
2Rt + Rs , where Rt and Rs are the common transmission and
sensing ranges, respectively, of all APs. (We are implicitly taking
2Rt + Rs to be the “unit” here.) (We remark that the interference
graph for 802.11 wireless networks is often modeled as a unit disk
graph [3].) Moreover, the utility of a provider is proportional to
the number of APs it sets up which are assigned a channel. In this
case, we can show that the price of anarchy is at least 5 and at most
5 + max(0; (k 5)=k), where k is the number of channels. In
particular, it follows that if there are at most 5 channels, then the
price of anarchy is 5.
Because providers are forced to assign a channel to an AP as
soon as it is set up, a provider may be able to do better just by
changing the assignment to APs it controls. (This is already clear
from the example given above where one provider controls v1 , v2 ,
and v3 .) It certainly seems reasonable to allow providers to change
the channel assignments of APs that it controls. We assume that this
is always possible in the remainder of the paper. Service providers
may also be able to negotiate changes to assignments of vertices
they control that are mutually advantageous. We are particularly
interested in what we call k-buyer–m-seller bargains, where the
m sellers uncolor certain vertices in exchange for payment from k
buyers. (Some of the buyers may also be sellers.) The types of bargains we consider improve the total weight of the colored vertices
(otherwise the changes will not be of benefit to both buyers and
sellers). We are interested in the question of how close bargaining
can bring us to a socially optimal assignment. In general, we expect it to be hard to negotiate arrangements involving many buyers
and sellers. (By way of analogy, in sports, player trades typically
involve two teams; trades involving more than two teams are quite
rare.) We start an investigation of this issue in this paper by examining two limited types of bargaining situations, that we expect can
be implemented relatively easily in practice.







The first is a generalization of the situation described initially
with APs v1 , v2 , and v3 . If v2 is colored (i.e., has a channel
assigned), v1 and v3 are not, v1 and v3 could be colored if
v2 were not colored, and the sum of the weights of v1 and
v3 is greater than the weight of v2 , then we assume that the
providers that own APs v1 and v3 can always offer the owner
of v2 sufficient utility (in terms of, say, money) so that v2 is
uncolored, while still themselves coming out ahead.3 We do
not go into the details of exactly what the offers are. All that
matters is that, in equilibrium, the exchange will be made
(i.e., v2 will be uncolored and v1 and v3 colored). We call
this a local 2-buyer–1-seller bargain.
The second occurs if an AP is uncolored but its weight is
greater than the sum of weights of all its neighbors of a particular color. In this case, we assume that the owner of that
AP can offer the owners of the interfering APs sufficient utility so that the interfering APs will be uncolored. Again, we
do not go into the details of exactly what the offers are. We
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For this to be true, we must assume that the utility of money is the
same for all players.

call this local 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargain. Note that although many sellers may be involved, this really is a collection of 2-way arrangement, since the buyer can negotiate
separately with each of the sellers.
By allowing such bargains, we are effectively excluding certain
Nash equilibria; thus, the price of anarchy may go down. We show
that if local 2-buyer–1-seller bargains are allowed, then in the case
that users are uniformly distributed and the power of all APs is the
same, the price of anarchy is at most 3 + max(0; 1 3=k) and
at least 3. Moreover, if users are not uniformly distributed and the
transmission power of APs is the same, then if a 1 buyer – multiple seller bargains are allowed, the price of anarchy is at most
5 + max(0; (k 5)=k) and at least 5.
In all these results, we assumed that the power with which an AP
transmits is fixed, and not under the control of the service provider.
If the service provider can choose the transmission power from
among a finite set of possible transmission powers, we know that
the price of anarchy is still unbounded, but if we allow local 1buyer–m-seller bargains, the price of anarchy is at most 9 and at
least 7=(1 + ) if users are distributed uniformly. However, the
price of anarchy is still unbounded for local 1-buyer–m-seller bargains if users are not distributed uniformly. Interestingly, bargains
covering constant-sized geometric regions do give us a bounded
price of anarchy.
We also consider the speed of convergence to a Nash equilibrium
in different variants of spectrum sharing games. We prove that in
some special cases players converge to a Nash equilibrium after
polynomial number of steps. But in the general case, we show that
there exists an exponentially long path of improvements to a Nash
equilibrium.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define formally the relevant k-colorability problems and apply some
standard results from the literature on k-colorability to spectrum
sharing. In Section 3, we prove our main results on the price of
anarchy. In Section 4, we examine how long it can take to converge
to a Nash equilibrium. We discuss related works in Section 5, and
conclude in Section 6.

2. GRAPH-THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
As we observed in the introduction, there is a close connection
between our spectrum-sharing game and k-colorability. We formally define the k-colorability problem here, review some standard
results on the problem, and show how they apply to the spectrumsharing game.
D EFINITION 2.1. Given graph G = (V; E ), the maximum induced k-colorable subgraph Max k-CIS problem is that of finding
a k-colorable subgraph of G with maximum number of vertices.
(Recall that a graph is k-colorable if it is possible to color the
nodes in such a way that no two adjacent vertices are colored with
the same color.) If for each vertex of the graph G, we are given a
weight w(v ), then weighted Max k-CIS is the problem of finding a
k-colorable induced subgraph whose total weight is maximum.
It is well known that deciding if a graph is k-colorable is NPcomplete [8]. It follows that there is unlikely to be a polynomial
time algorithm for finding an optimal channel assignment, even if
one player owns all the APs. Indeed, it is hard to even approximate an optimal solution to the Max k-CIS problem. More precisely, recall that the maximum independent set problem (Max-IS)
is that of finding a set of vertices of maximum cardinality which
are pairwise nonadjacent. It is known that the problem of approximating the Max-IS to within a factor better than (n1  ) (that is,

the problem of finding a set of vertices in a graph with n vertices
which are independent and whose cardinality is within a factor better than (n1  ) of a maximum independent set in the graph) is
NP-complete [11], and that the problem of finding an approximation to Max k-CIS is just as hard as that of finding an approximation to the maximum independent set, for any fixed k [12].
The situation is somewhat better for unit disk graphs (which correspond to the situation where all APs transmit with the same transmission power and users are uniformly distributed).
T HEOREM 2.2. There is a 1:582-approximation for Max k-CIS
in unit disk graphs.
The proof follows from two facts: (1) we can reduce the problem
of approximating Max k-CIS to that of approximating Max-IS and
(2) there is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for MIS in
unit disks [18]. Thus, even if some entity could assign channels,
and was trying to do so in a way that maximizes potential usage, the
best we can hope for even in the special case that all APs transmit
with the same power and users are uniformly distributed is to get
an assignment that is within a factor of roughly 1.5 of optimal.

For the upper bound, let X consist of the colored vertices in a
Nash equilibrium to the given spectrum-sharing game, with color
classes X1 ; : : : ; Xk . Let Y be the vertices in a socially-optimal
solution, with color classes Y1 ; : : : ; Yk . Let C = X Y , let Y 0 =
Y C , and let Yi0 = Y Yi , for i = 1; : : : ; k.
Observe that, for all i and j , the Xj Yi must a maximal independent subset in the subgraph of G induced by the vertices
(Xj Yi ) Yi0 . Clearly the vertices in Xj are independent, since
they are all in the same color class. And if there are no edges from
some vertex y Yi0 to all the vertices in Xj Yi , then there are no
edges from y to any vertex in Xj (since there are no vertices from y
to any vertex in Yi , since they are all in the same color class). Then
we can add y to X and color it with the same color as the vertices
in Xj , contradicting the maximality of X . It follows that
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3.

THE PRICE OF ANARCHY

In this section, we prove that the price of anarchy is unbounded
in the basic spectrum-sharing game for arbitrary graphs, even if
players are computationally unbounded. We then show that the
price of anarchy is bounded in unit disk graphs. Finally, we consider the extent to which allowing bargaining helps improve the
price of anarchy.
Before proving these results, we prove a general result that allows us to reduce to games where there is only a single color/channel
available. This allows us to simplify a number of arguments. Moreover, since a 1-coloring is just an independent set, this allows to
apply results about the Max-IS problem. This result applies for
all types of bargaining we consider. The key observation here is
that the various types of bargains allowed impose constraints on the
structure of an optimal coloring. For example, if we consider the
weighted case and allow 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargains, then we
do not allow solutions where a vertex is uncolored but has greater
weight than all of its neighbors of a given color.
T HEOREM 3.1. Suppose the price of anarchy if there is only
one channel for a spectrum-sharing game that allows a certain type
of bargaining is . Then, for all k, the price of anarchy for the same
game with k channels is at most  +max(0; 1 =k) and at least .
P ROOF. For the lower bound, suppose that G is an interference
graph where the price of anarchy is 0 . Thus, there are maximal
independent subsets X and Y of G such that w(X ) = 0 w(Y ). We
construct a graph where, even with k colors, the price of anarchy
is 0 . The idea is to replace each vertex in G with k copies of
that vertex at the same location. Then there is a Nash equilibrium
that involves coloring each of the k vertices that corresponds to a
vertex in X a different color, and similarly for Y . Thus, the price of
anarchy in the game with k colors is still 0 . Of course, we cannot
set up k APs on top of each other, but we can achieve the same
effect as follows. Suppose that we have a setting of APs that results
in the interference graph G. Note that there must be an  > 0 such
that if all distances are contracted by a factor of (1 ), G would
still be the graph corresponding to the resulting placement of APs.
Now replace each AP by a cluster of k APs on the circumference
of a circle of radius =2 around the original AP, and we get the
required graph.

[

for otherwise the price of anarchy in the graph Yi Xj with one
color is greater than , a contradiction. Summing up over j , it
 X Yi . Summing up over i,
follows that k Yi0

Hence,

w(Y )

= w(Y 0 ) + w(C ) 

 ( + max(0; 1

w(X ) + (1

w(C )):
=k)w(C )

=k))w(X );

as desired.
We start by considering the basic spectrum game, without bargaining. Our first result shows that, in general, the price of anarchy
in this game is unbounded, even if all vertices have equal weight.
P ROPOSITION 3.2. The price of anarchy is unbounded in the
basic spectrum-sharing game, no matter how many channels or
players there are, even if all vertices have equal weight.
P ROOF. First suppose that k = 1. Consider a star graph, where
the center vertex is connected to n other vertices. If the center vertex appears first, then none of the other vertices can be colored. In
the optimal assignment, all the vertices other than the center vertex
are colored. Thus, the price of anarchy is n. The fact that the price
of anarchy is unbounded with k colors follows immediately from
Theorem 3.1.
Note that the star graph in Proposition 3.2 can be realized by assuming that the center vertex v transmits with high power, while
the remaining vertices transmit with low power. We can think of
the remaining APs as being placed on the circumference of a circle with center v . It is then easy to distribute the users so that all
vertices have an equal number of users, and hence equal weight.
We can construct similar examples even if APs transmit with the
same power (although in that case we must look at the weighted
coloring problem, since APs have different utilities). However, we
cannot construct such an example if APs all transmit with the same
power and users are uniformly distributed.
To prove the result, recall that a graph is  + 1-claw free if no
vertex has more than  neighbors in the graph, none of which are
connected to each other. Unit disk graphs are known to be 6-claw
free (see e.g. [15]).
T HEOREM 3.3. If all APs transmit with the same power and
users are uniformly distributed, then the price of anarchy of the
spectrum-sharing game is at most 5 + max(0; 1 5=k) and at
least 5.
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Figure 2: An interference graph for which the price of anarchy
is 3 with 2-buyer–1-seller bargaining.

P ROOF. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that the price of
anarchy is 5 if there is one channel. This follows from the wellknown observation that the size of a maximal independent set in
a 6-claw free graph is no more than a factor of 5 from the size of
the largest maximal independent set in a 6-claw free graph, and
a simple example showing that it can be 5, namely, a 6-claw free
graph consisting of 6 vertices: a central vertex connected to 5 other
vertices. The central vertex by itself is a maximal independent set,
as are the other 5 vertices.



It follows from Theorem 3.3 that for k
5, we have a tight
bound of 5 on the price of anarchy in unit disk graphs.
We now consider what happens if we allow bargaining. Our first
result shows that if all APs transmit with uniform power, users are
uniformly distributed, and we allow 2-buyer–1-seller bargaining,
then the price of anarchy drops to at most 4.
T HEOREM 3.4. If all APs transmit with the same power, users
are uniformly distributed, and 2 buyer–1 seller bargains are allowed, then the price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing game is
at most 3 + max(0; 1 3=k) and at least 3.
P ROOF. For the upper bound, it suffices by Theorem 3.1 to show
that the price of anarchy is 3 if there is one channel. This follows
from the analysis of local optimization for independent set in 6claw free graphs of [13] (see also [10]).
The lower bound is attained by the construction of Fig. 2. The
9 dark circles correspond to vertices in a maximal independent set,
while the 27 light circles correspond to the optimal solution. Note
that the set of 9 dark circles is stable with respect to 2-buyer–1seller bargains, since two vertices have to be removed from the
maximal independent set (i.e., uncolored) before any new vertex
can be added.
When users are not uniformly distributed, then the price of anarchy for the simple spectrum sharing game is not bounded, even if all
APs transmit with the same power and we allow 2-buyer–1-seller
bargaining. Indeed, we can show that the price of anarchy is unbounded unless bargains involve at least min(p;  ) sellers, where p
is the number of players and the interference graph is ( + 1)-claw
free.
P ROPOSITION 3.5. If APs transmit with the same power but
users may not be uniformly distributed, then the price of anarchy
is unbounded unless bargains involve at least min(p;  ) sellers,
where p is the number of players and the interference graph is
( + 1)-claw free.

Figure 3: A family of interference graphs with unbounded
price of anarchy.
P ROOF. By Theorem 3.1, we can assume without loss of generality that there is only one channel. Consider a star with a center vertex of large weight and  leaves of small weight that occupy a channel. The large-weight vertex cannot be bought unless
all  non-adjacent neighbors will be sold. The bound follows if
we assume that each of the vertices is controlled by a different
player.
However, as we now show, if we allow 1-buyer–multiple-seller
bargains, then the price of anarchy is bounded, even in the weighted
case, provided that APs transmit with the same power.
T HEOREM 3.6. If APs transmit with the same power and 1buyer–multiple-seller bargains are allowed, then the price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing game is at most 5 + max(0; 1 5=k)
and at least 5.
P ROOF. This follows from Theorem 3.1, using a bound on simple weighted local improvements for maximum independent sets
in 6-claw free graphs [2]. The key point is that the “local improvements” of [2] correspond to the result of a 1-player–multiple-seller
bargain.
The requirement that APs transmit with the same power is critical in Theorem 3.6.
P ROPOSITION 3.7. In the general case (where APs transmit with
different powers and users are not uniformly distributed), then the
price of anarchy of the spectrum sharing game is unbounded, even
if multiple-buyer–multiple-seller bargains are allowed.
P ROOF. Consider a spectrum-sharing game with bargains involving up to t buyers and arbitrary number of sellers. Let p be
a large value. Consider a graph consisting of vertex v of weight
p t and transmission power corresponding to a circle of radius p;
vertices v1 ; : : : ; v5p each of weight p and transmission power corresponding to a circle of radius 1; and vertices v10 ; : : : ; v50 p , each
of weight 1 corresponding to a circle of radius 1. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the set LOPT = v; v10 ; : : : ; v50 p
is a maximal independent set, and has weight 5p + pt. On the
other hand, the set OPT = v1 ; : : : ; v5p is an independent set of
weight 5p2 . Further note that LOPT cannot be improved with any
bargain involving less that t sellers. Hence, the price of anarchy
for this instance is p=(1 + t=5). By setting p large enough, we get
an unbounded ratio. Furthermore, this example involves only two
different weights and two different transmission powers.
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What happens if we allow more general bargains? As we now
show, with sufficiently general bargains, we drive the price of anarchy arbitrarily close to 1. However, the bargains may involve arbitrarily many players, which would makes the coordination complexity unreasonable.

For a set X of vertices, let w(X ) denote the sum
of the weights of the vertices in X .

P2

u X

w(u)

T HEOREM 3.8. Suppose that distances have been normalized
so that, for any pair of nodes u, v , we have Rt (u) + Rt (v ) +
max Rs (u); Rs (v) 1. Thus, two vertices u, v such that d(u; v)
> 1 do not have an edge between them in the interference graph.
Further suppose that bargains involving arbitrary sets of vertices
within distance 2d are allowed. Then the price of anarchy in the
spectrum-sharing game is at most d2 =(d 1)2 .

f

g

p

P ROOF. Consider a network with induced interference graph G.
Suppose without loss of generality that there is one channel. Let
LOPT consist of the vertices in a maximal independent subset of G
(recall that a maximal 1-colored set is just a maximal independent
set) after generalized bargaining, and let OPT be the vertices in a
socially optimal independent set.
Consider a d d rectangle R with integer coordinates that is halfclosed in both directions (i.e., it contains all vertices in its interior
and on its right or top boundaries, but not the vertices on its bottom
and left boundaries). All vertices within R are of distance at most
2d. Let R0 be the inner (d 1) (d 1) rectangle obtained by
removing a unit-length strip from each side of R. This separation
ensures that no node within R0 interferes with nodes outside R.
Since no generalized bargains are possible,



p



w(OPT \ R0 )

 w(LOPT \ R);
otherwise, it would be profitable to buy (OPT \ R0 ) n (LOPT \ R)
and sell (LOPT \ R) n (OPT \ R0 ). If we sum over all possible

d-by-d rectangles with integer coordinates, we count each node in
OPT exactly (d 1)2 times but each node in LOPT exactly d2
times. Thus,

(d 1)2 w(OPT) 

d2 w(LOPT);

as desired.
If we assume that ownership is relatively local, so that all the
APs within a distance d of each other are owned by a relatively
small set of APs, this says that we can get a relatively small price
of anarchy. Obviously, as d gets larger, the number of players likely
to be involved will increase.
We next consider what happens if users are allowed to choose
the transmission power of an AP. That is, when an AP becomes
available, a user chooses a channel for it (if one is available) and
a transmission power, subject to not interfering with other channels. We then allow the same bargaining procedures (and, as usual,
allow players to make arbitrary changes among the APs that they
control). Essentially the same example as in the proof of Proposition 3.5 shows that we need to allow multiple sellers in order to get
a bounded price of anarchy in this case.
P ROPOSITION 3.9. Even if users are distributed uniformly, in
the spectrum-sharing game with power control, the price of anarchy is unbounded unless bargains involve at least min(p;  ) sellers, where p is the number of players and the interference graph is
( + 1)-claw free.
Our next result shows that if we allow multiple sellers, then we
do in fact get a bounded price of anarchy.
T HEOREM 3.10. If users are distributed uniformly and 1-buyer–
multiple seller bargains are allowed, then the price of anarchy of
the spectrum-sharing game with power control is at most 9 and at
least 7 , for any  > 0.

P ROOF. As usual, we can assume without loss of generality that
there is one channel. Given a network with induced interference
graph G, let LOPT consist of the vertices in a maximal independent subset of G after 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargaining, and let
OPT be the vertices in an independent set of greatest weight after bargaining. We divide the vertices in OPT into two groups. A
vertex in OPT is small if it interferes with at least one vertex of
greater weight in LOPT; otherwise it is large. These two groups
are denoted as S (OP T ) and L(OP T ) respectively.
We prove this theorem using the following geometric lemma.
L EMMA 3.11. Let u be an AP in LOPT with transmission range
circle C . Let NS (NL ) be the set of neighbors of u in S (OP T )
(L(OP T )). Then the sum of the weights of nodes in NS is at most
9 NL times the weight of u.

j j

P ROOF. Let be the ratio between the sensing and transmission
range radii, and let  = 1 + =2. We construct a set S of circles.
Around each small node v in NS , draw a circle of radius Rt (v ) +
Rs (v )=2 = Rt (v ). For each large node w in NL , draw a circle of
radius Rt (u) with center at distance 2Rt (u)+ Rs (u) = 2Rt (u)
from u along the line from w to u.
We claim that none of these circles in S intersect. Suppose the
circles corresponding to nodes v and w intersect. We consider here
the case when v is small and w is large; the other cases are similar.
Then, the distance from v to w is bounded by

d(v; w) < Rt (v ) + Rt (u) + (d(w; u) 2Rt (u))
= d(w; u) + (Rt (v) Rt (u))
= (Rt (w) + Rs (w) + Rt (u)) + (Rt(v) Rt (u))
= Rt (w) + Rs (w) + Rt (v) + =2[Rt (v) Rt (u)℄
< Rt (w) + Rs (w) + Rt (v ):

Then, v and w interfere, and cannot both be contained in OPT, a
contradiction.
All centers of circles in S are within distance 2Rt (u) from u,
and all the circles are therefore contained within a circle centered at
u of radius 3Rt (u). This circle is (3)2 times the area of C . The
fraction of the area used by transmission range circles is at most
1=2 , or at most (3=)2 = 9 times the area of C . Of that, the
circles in S that derive from nodes in NL contribute NL to the
factor. Finally, recall that our assumption is that weight of a node
corresponds to the area of its transmission range circle.

j j

A large node u in OPT is larger than all the circles it intersects
in LOPT. ¿From the local optimality of LOPT, for any u in OPT,
w(u) w(N (u)). Let NL (u) be the set of large neighbors in OPT
of node u. Thus,



w(L(OPT))



X X

2

2

w(v )

u L(OPT) v N (u)



v

X jN (v)jw(v):

2LOPT

L

For a small node u in OPT, let v = B (u) be some larger circle
in LOPT that interferes with C . From Lemma 3.11,

X

2OPT; B(u)=v

w(u)

u

Thus,

w(S (OPT)



v

 (9 jNL (v)j)w(v):

X (9

2LOPT

jNL (v)j)w(v):

Adding together the two inequalities, and summing up over all
nodes in LOPT, we have w(OPT) 9w(LOPT).
For the lower bound, we sketch an example where the ratio is
arbitrarily close to 7. Arrange two concentric circles C0 , CL of



1 and 1 + , respectively. Around C0 , arrange 6 circles
C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; C6 of radius 1. The circles C0 ; : : : ; C6 do not overlap,
but CL intersects them all. Hence, the price of anarchy for this
instance is 7=(1 + ).

3. Color v12 and uncolor v22 .

4.

6. Do items 1,2,3 again.

radius

CONVERGENCE TO NASH EQUILIBRIA

We have assumed that the order that APs are set is determined
exogenously. Clearly, if there are n APs altogether, there will be
at most n steps before they are all set up. But now suppose that
bargaining moves are interspersed with the setting up of APs. How
many steps will it take before all the APs are set up and we reach a
local optimum, so that no further bargaining can improve the situation? In this section, we address that question. For the purposes of
this section, we call a bargaining move or coloring of a new vertex
a local improvement, since it improves the payoff for at least one
agent and does not make any other agent worse off.
This question is particularly easy to answer in the unweighted
case, where all APs transmit with the same power and users are
uniformly distributed. In that case, each local improvement increases the number of colored vertices by at least one, thus after
at most n local improvements, the resulting color assignment is a
Nash equilibrium. In the weighted case, the same argument shows
that the number of local improvements is finite. In fact, we can
easily prove the following:
P ROPOSITION 4.1. In the weighted spectrum sharing game, players will converge to a local optimum after finitely many local improvements, no matter what kind of bargains are allowed. Furthermore, if all weights are integers bounded by a polynomial in the
number of vertices, then players will converge to a local optimum
after a polynomial number of local improvements.
P ROOF. Each local improvement increases the value of the color
assignment, and there are only finitely many color assignments,
thus the number of possible improvements is finite. If all weights
are integers and are polynomial in the number of vertices, then the
total weight of colored vertices is also polynomial in the number of
vertices. After each local improvement, the total weight increases
by at least one. thus players converge to a local optimum after
polynomial number of local improvements.
The assumption that weights are integers bounded by a polynomial in the number of vertices is critical in Proposition 4.1. If we
allow arbitrary weights, then we show that there is always an order of local improvements that reaches a local optimum in a linear
number of steps, but in some graphs, there may also be orders that
take exponentially many steps.
T HEOREM 4.2. Suppose that local improvements are of two kinds:
coloring a new vertex and changing the coloring via a 1-buyer
multiple-seller bargain. In the weighted spectrum sharing game
on unit disk graphs, it may take exponentially many local improvements to converge to a Nash equilibrium.
P ROOF. Assume k = 1, i.e., the number of available colors
is one. Consider the graph G = (V; E ), where V = V1 V2 ,
Vi = vi;0 ; : : : ; vi;n , w(v1;j ) = 2j , and w(v2;j ) = 2j .
Vertex v2;j is connected to v1;j 2 ; v1;j 1 ; v1;j As we show in the
full paper, this graph is a unit disk graph. We start from the empty
coloring. The set of improvements is as follows. We start with an
empty coloring:

f

g

1. Color vertices v10 and v11 .
2. Color v22 and uncolor v10 and v11 .

\

4. Color v23 and uncolor v12 .
5. Color v13 and uncolor v23 .

7. Color v24 and uncolor v12 and v13 .
8. Color v14 and uncolor v24 .
9. Color v25 and uncolor v14 .
10. Color v15 and uncolor v25 .
11. Do items 1 to 7 again.
Note that each of the above steps corresponds to coloring a new
vertex or a 1-buyer multiple-sellers bargaining. We continue the
above sequence by a similar pattern. Using induction, we can easily
show that the number of local improvements is at least 2n 1 for
graph G. We leave the details to the full paper.
Although, the number of local improvements to a Nash equilibrium can be exponential, it is worth noting that from an empty coloring we can find a path of length at most n of local improvements
to a Nash equilibrium. This can be done first ordering the vertices
in decreasing order by weight, and then coloring the vertices in a
greedy way, starting with the one of highest weight. After the coloring is completed, it is easy to see that no 1-buyer–multiple-seller
bargain can improve the situation.

5. RELATED WORKS
There are two bodies of work related to ours. The first is work
on the price of anarchy in other contexts. Large distributed systems
such as the Internet often involve many economic agents. Game
theory suggests that, if they follow their own selfish interests in a
noncooperative manner, they will end up playing a Nash equilibrium. Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [14] first proposed investigating the price of anarchy, that is, how far a Nash equilibrium can
be from the socially optimal solution to the problem. They studied
the price of anarchy of a scheduling problem on parallel machines
with selfish jobs. Since their work, much progress has been made
in understanding the price of anarchy in many situations. See [4,
6, 9, 19, 22] for a representative sample of the papers on this topic.
Our results are based on relating the Nash equilibrium of the
spectrum-sharing game and local optimization algorithms for maximum k-colorable subgraphs. Even-dar et al. [5] studied the convergence time to Nash equilibria of a scheduling game by relating
that game to local optimization algorithms for the scheduling problem. See [7, 9, 17] for other work in this spirit.
The second body of relevant work is on spectrum-sharing mechanisms. Efficient spectrum-sharing mechanisms have been proposed
by Aftab [1] and Satapathy and Peha [20]. Satapathy and Peha
proposed a spectrum-sharing etiquette for devices accessing the
free frequency band. Aftab [1] presented an artificial economy approach to the problem. Each vertex is assigned an artificial budget.
Nodes use this wealth intelligently to bid dynamically for the right
to transmit. These papers consider dynamic channel access. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to study spectrum sharing
in the static case, where a vertex (AP) holds a channel indefinitely
unless it releases the channel voluntarily. Our model seems more
appropriate for the large 802.11 networks that are being set up by
service providers.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Spectrum sharing is an inherently distributed problem, with no
central authority to coordinate and arbitrate channel allocation. It
is important that spectrum sharing be efficient, allowing as many
users as possible to use the network. With this in mind, we have
modeled spectrum sharing as a game between providers, and analyzed the price of anarchy. We show that if we assume that providers
are able to use easily implementable bargaining procedures, the
price of anarchy is bounded by a constant if users are distributed
uniformly or every AP uses the same transmission power.
There are many avenues for future research. We intend to tighten
our upper and lower bounds on the price of anarchy. The convergence issues are not completely resolved. In particular, we would
like to find useful conditions that guarantee polynomial-time convergence to a Nash equilibrium. In addition, we would like to further investigate the general weighted power-control game where the
weight is not just a function of the area within transmission range.
We are also interested in investigating the effect on the price of
anarchy of allowing different types of bargaining procedures.
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